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Spuyten Duyvil, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Extraordinary content with spiritual insight and academic depth.Few, if any
writers of our day can ground one part of the mind in the material world while allowing the other to
roam in philosophical eternity like Ginger Zaimis, as if it were the neighborhood she grew up in. Part
of her psyche--creative intelligence--resides in the world of Heraclitus, Sophocles and the other in
the light of presence.Her ability to unite dualities; synthesize opposites as One that are greater than
the sum of their parts.Breathtaking! Lee Slonimsky Poet, Author of Pythagoras in Love and Literary
Executor Daniel Hoffman Archive, Library of Congress Ginger Zaimis idea of observing Greek, Norse
and biblical mythologies through an architectural lens stands boldly at the intersection of
contemporary and comparative literature. Her text-tile is poetry as well as philosophy, while her
walls, ceilings, and floors are metaphors built of letters and words shaped by a vivid curiosity. Her
work reveals the in-between of worlds, strata and disciplines by inventing new prototypes. Cecile I.
Margellos Critic, Translator and Co-Founder Margellos Republic of Letters, Yale University Press
Someone who bridges the arts with...
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Reviews
Definitely among the finest book We have at any time read. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your lifestyle period will likely
be transform once you total reading this article book.
-- Flor ence B a tz IV
It becomes an amazing pdf that I actually have ever go through. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. You will like
how the author create this pdf.
-- Pr of. Lonie Roob
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